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Travel and exploration have always been a quintessential part of being British. 
Travel is in our blood; it fuels our diversity and it makes us a nation of pioneers.

A lot of us were raised on stories of early explorers and their spirit of endeavour. 
Many of those stories were about pushing boundaries and exploring the 

unexplored, always going that little bit further. That spirit of adventure reminds us 
that, as humans, we are at our best when we look beyond ourselves: when we 

don’t judge people by their looks, creed or race, but are open to change and to 
challenge and to pushing ourselves beyond what is familiar – beyond what is 

comfortable. That’s why an unofficial motto of the British special forces is: ‘Always 
a little further’. I remember that when I’m travelling. Those four words have often 
helped me push on through discomfort, pain and fear. And they’ve opened the 
door to so many incredible adventures. The pages of this 10th-anniversary issue 
of Lonely Planet magazine are full of advice for some great adventures – take as 
much of it on-board as you can, and then just go. That’s the magic. Plan a little, 
but be open to surprises. That’s often where the fun, spontaneous stuff happens: 

off the beaten track. And that’s where Lonely Planet magazine has thrived over its 
first decade: we do things differently. And we equip you to be ready to go 

whenever adventure calls… and always that little bit further.

Award-winning 
Lonely Planet magazine

Travel Media Awards 
Photography Award (2017/18)

Jonathan Gregson
Writer of the Year (2017)  

Oliver Smith
Publication of the Year (2017)

Cheapflights Awards 
Favourite UK Consumer  
Travel Magazine (2017)
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guest editor’s note

Far left and above: The spirit of 
adventure in this issue ranges 
from the backstreets of Madrid 
(p90) to the jungles of Uganda 
(p49). Left: Our guest editor,  
high up in the Himalaya
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Q&A

April  201938

Our guest editor reveals his 
tastes and inspiration, as a 
famed adventurer, a father of 
three and a hugely experienced 
traveller – including his idea 
of holiday hell!
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BONUS QUESTIONS
Aisle or window seat? 

Window seat

Eat a sheep’s eyeball  
or its testicle? 

Eyeball!

Clean pants or clean socks? 
Clean socks

Snake or croc? 
Snake

Extreme cold or extreme 
heat? 

Extreme heat

Scuba dive or mountain climb? 
Mountain climb

Q In terms of travel, what is your guilty pleasure?                         A  Long baths with huge mugs of tea!

QWhich place has surprised 
you, and why?

AThe power of home. Every time  
I return after even a short trip, 

nowadays, it reminds me of the 
power of love and family and all  
I hold most dear. It matters more 
than any adventure.

QWhat’s the one thing  
you always take with you, 

and why?

A A sense of humour and a never-
say-die spirit! That conquers all. 

But if I were to pick a physical item, 
I would always take a good small 
knife. For me that’s my Gerber Bear 
Grylls Grandfather Knife, which is 
so special, as it was designed from 
a blade that had been handed 
down from my grandfather to  
my father, then to me. 

QWhat travel book (not a 
guidebook) have you  

found most inspiring or 
influential, and why?

AUnbroken by Laura Hillenbrand. 
It shows the power of the human 

spirit at its best.

QWhich historical traveller do 
you find most inspiring or 

influential, and why?

AGeorge Mallory, who died 
attempting to climb Everest in 

1924 – I would like to ask him what 
really happened up there with 
Andrew Irvine. ‘And did you reach 
the top or not?’ He gave his all for 
that summit, and he knew he would 
never return…

QDo you enjoy spending time 
in cities, or is it only wild 

places that appeal – and why?

ABoth have a time and a place, 
but if it had to be one it would 

always be the wild – the power of 
Mother Nature to move and inspire 
knows no bounds.

QWhat is your idea of 
holiday hell?

ABeing on a cruise ship with a 
diarrhoea bug going round.

QWhat’s the place or 
experience that most 

disappointed you?

ASeeing rhino horn for sale in 
China and Vietnam. A rhino is 

killed every eight hours in Africa to 
feed the false belief that horn will 
cure certain ailments. Horn is simply 
keratin, like fingernails. That’s all. 
But poachers slaughter entire rhino 
families for a single horn. Tragic 
beyond words.

QWhat’s the place or 
experience that most 

exceeded your expectations?

ATaking an open RIB through the 
infamous Northwest Passage in 

the Arctic. To see how wild those 
remote, northern Arctic islands are 
was mind-blowing and humbling. 

QWhat does an average family 
holiday with the Grylls look 

like? How has having children 
changed the way you travel?

AMy perfect holiday is always  
to our small island hideaway in  

North Wales. This really is where 
I feel most at home. We have no 
mains electricity or water and run 
everything totally off-grid, and we 
love it. Our three boys, Shara and  
I are happier there than anywhere 
else on Earth. It’s adventure and 
solitude mixed with fun and family. 
We dive, train, paraglide and climb. 
It’s a very special place. Having 
children with us when we travel  
just makes the adventure more fun. 
And when things go wrong it takes 
the frustration away, because we’re 
all in it together. I like that feeling.

QWhere in the UK would  
you head for an adventure, 

and why?

ASnowdonia National Park is a  
one-of-a-kind place of incredible 

natural beauty, and the real heartland 
of mountainous Britain. It’s somewhere 
that still takes my breath away every 
time I’m flying over its rugged peaks 
in my paramotor, or hiking up with  
the family – a real national gem of 
unspoilt terrain, moments from the 
sea. The magic of the area is that it 
can be whatever you want it to be: 
gnarly and testing for training and 
fitness, or a fun family outing with a 
gentle route up to the summit, to take 
in the awe-inspiring views. I feel 
proud that I have often brought 
Hollywood stars to the area, and we 
try to film as many shows as we can 
up there, as it’s near home and  
can be so wild.

QYou’re adept at dealing with 
extreme situations. What 

aspects of more conventional 
travel experiences do you tend 
to find challenging?

ASecurity queuing and long delays. 
I have never been a very patient 

person.

QYou don’t seem like someone 
who seeks out comfort – but 

is there a place that does make 
you relax?

AAn outdoor hot-tub we had 
installed on the clifftop of our small-

island hideaway. It faces west, and 
watching the sun drop under the 
horizon from there is magical. 

QTell us about an incident  
in your travels when you 

experienced failure, and what 
lesson you took from that.

AWe attempted to fly powered 
paragliders over the remote 

jungles of Venezuela and the Angel 
Falls and we got rebuffed, hard.  
But we always learn more from our 
failures than our successes, eh?  
We simply got such dynamic, humid 
jungle conditions that it made it 
near-impossible to use our paraglider 
engines high enough. The lessons of 
failure are so important, and the only 
real failure is giving up. We can  
only reach success by passing many 
times through the door of failure.

QSome very famous people, 
ordinarily protective of their 

privacy, have exposed their 
vulnerability on TV by taking 
part in your shows – why? 

A I’ve been so lucky to take some 
incredible guys and girls on fun 

adventures over the years – including 
Roger Federer, Julia Roberts, 
President Obama, Ben Stiller,  
Kate Winslet, Will Ferrell and many 
other great names – for our TV show 
Running Wild. And I am always 
reminded that, however big the 
celebrity, they are always just like  
you and me underneath all the glitz. 
They put their trousers on one leg at  
a time, and have their quiet fears,  
like all of us. It is often very humbling, 
though, to be beside these stars when 
they are working at their limit and so 
far out of their comfort zones. Their 
commitment is always inspiring. 
I think the wild is a safe place to share 
personal stuff because it doesn’t 
judge – and nor do I. Out there in a 
jungle or on a mountain, the fears and 
concerns we carry in regular society 
often seem so trivial. There are more 
important things to focus on. That’s  
a good thing.

QWhich place do you hope 
you’ll never return to,  

and why?

A A death-swamp jungle on a remote 
island off Indonesia – I don’t want 

to name the exact location so as not 
to offend anyone! This place almost 
cost me my life when I got pinned in  
a river by huge rapids. Many people 
had died there and been eaten by 
crocs. I vowed I would never return.



MY 
LIFE 

OF  
 AY UP IN A FAR CORNER OF INDIA, 
  squeezed in tight between Tibet, Nepal 

and Bhutan, is the state of Sikkim.  
It catches the eastern rise of the Himalaya 

and is full of some of the most extravagant 
natural beauty you’ll ever witness.  

And, in 1992, it changed my life forever.
Sikkim was closed to tourists and 

travellers at the time, but a contact in the 
Indian Army worked his magic and granted  

a friend and me unprecedented access.  
Our only guide was a battered old Lonely Planet 
book, and we spent many weeks having the best 
offbeat adventure that any 19-year-old could wish 
for. We rode on train roofs, swam in glacial lakes, 
and stood and stared in silence outside hilltop 
Buddhist monasteries.

Of all the experiences on that trip, there were 
two that transformed me completely. First was 
meeting the local people. Their warmth and 
welcome left lasting impressions on me. As we 
shuffled into one village after another, the people 
of Sikkim demonstrated vital lessons that I’ve 
held onto ever since: they gave without asking, 
they never judged, and they offered strangers like 
us the very best of their kindness.

Those kindnesses have stayed with me since. 
They’ve shaped everything from how I approach 
my adventures to the sort of people I choose to 
work with. Kindness is about a lot more than 
courtesy: it’s about valuing people and seeing 
their worth, no matter how different they appear.

And then there was the time that I headed 
off for a high-mountain adventure on my own. 
I made my way northwest, into the foothills of 
the lower Himalaya. I had none of the right gear 

with me, and was woefully ill-prepared and 
under-equipped in every way. But it felt 

like something was drawing me in. I 
kept climbing and hiking 

higher and higher every 
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day. When dawn broke one morning and I found 
myself staring across the distant horizon at 
Mount Everest, I knew that one day I would 
attempt to climb the peak.

Of course, travel isn’t always perfect. And it 
shouldn’t be. I have, on occasion, got horribly lost 
and, over the years, have come far too close to 
death and not making it home. And then there are 
the bouts of diarrhoea and malaria, sometimes  
so crippling that I thought I’d never stand again. 
But I’ve found that the tough moments of any 
adventure are often just as pivotal as the 
spectacular ones. When they’re all over, they’re 
often the times we laugh hardest about.

Experience has now taught me to prepare well. 
One of my favourite parts of my job is being Chief 
Scout, and I love that at the heart of the Scouts is 
this life-changing wisdom: ‘Be Prepared’. It is a 
genius motto.

It is so much easier, nowadays, to prepare:  
we can carefully carry out our research before  
we even leave home, and prepare effective 
communications and good medical packs (all 
packed in waterproof bags, of course). All these 
preparations help to keep us safe, although 
sometimes the best safety tips don’t require 
anything beyond old-fashioned common sense, 
such as letting people know where you’re going, 
how you’re planning on getting around and when 
you’re due to arrive. Then, if there ever is an issue 
or you are injured, you know someone will soon 
be aware that something is wrong.

Safety matters. We want our lives to be a series 
of epic adventures, rather than just one! But we 
mustn’t let caution kill adventure. Like so much  
in life, it’s all a balance.

 Some people say there’s nowhere left to 
explore. They say that 
we’ve already mapped 
and studied it all, so 
why bother? But travel 
is about  
so much more than 
maps, or ticking off  
a series of locations,  
or bragging about 
stamps in a passport. 
We travel because it 
betters us, it broadens 
and enriches us. And, 
ultimately, it unites us.

The best-travelled people I know are almost 
always the most tolerant. When we are exposed to 
the  
things that make us different, we see more  
of what unites us.

I’ve had so many different adventures over the 
years, in all different parts of the world. But if 
there’s one thing they have in common, it’s this: 
whenever we step off the beaten path and go 
beyond the normal, things get interesting. 

‘The tough 
moments
are often  
as pivotal’

AUG 2003  Photo G: 
Heading out into the 
Denmark Straits in the 
Arctic Ocean. All the team 
were exhausted by this 
stage of the trip. This was 
one of the rare moments 
we had calm seas… 12 
hours later we were 
fighting for our lives in 
monstrous gale-force seas 
amongst all the ice. We 
were five very frightened 
men who did eventually 
arrive in Iceland, several 
days later. But no one said 
it was going to be easy. 

The moments 
that shaped me

JUNE 1996 
Skydiving with buddies  
in Africa before I had a 
major accident. This photo 
tells a story of innocence 
where I felt I was 
invincible - note no 
goggles or helmet.  
We always jumped with 
little concern for our own 
safety in those days. 
I broke my back in three 
places when the canopy 
malfunctioned, and 
I spent many months in 
military rehabilitation 
back in the UK. The 
accident changed my life. 

B E A R ’ S  T R AV E L S
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MAY 1998 After making a successful Everest 
ascent, this photo symbolises a different age for me: 
a time when we could get away with behaving much 
worse! This was at the end of three months on the 
mountain - we stripped off to emulate the classic 
George Mallory photo from his 1924 Everest attempt.

AUGUST 2003 We were trying to 

reach the coast of Greenland in our RIB 

and, as leader of this Arctic expedition, 

I believed that we’d used too much fuel 

because of the storms we had hit, and 

so were never going make it there. In 

the end we did, but literally on vapour. 

It’s an expedition I’m very grateful we 

survived, and am, to his day, so proud  

of the enduring friendships made. 

JULY 2000 Finally arriving at the Thames after 
circumnavigating the UK on jet skis. This expedition was to raise 
money for the RNLI, and it was one of my first expeditions after 
climbing Everest. The first 50 miles were flat seas and fine, but 
three and a half weeks later, after having made it through some 
epic seas off Scotland and Ireland, we had forearms like Popeye!

OCTOBER 2002 
Travelling through 
Morocco and the North 
African desert, it is 
worth befriending the 
locals. I was posted there 
a couple of times during 
my military service, and 
camels were a regular 
part of the scenery.

OCTOBER 2000 Travel with the family is often the best adventure we can have. This is with Shara, travelling in New Zealand just after we were married. There is something so powerful about being surrounded by nature with those you love. 
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OCTOBER 2004 Climbing in 

Oman on a trip that my wife Shara and I 

took before we had all three of our
 boys. 

This was taken in a remote wadi, and was 

a special time - just her and me.

APRIL 2005 The first thing I ever did on TV. It was a pilot three-
minute taster shoot for Channel 4 and Discovery Channel. They asked for 
any ideas to shoot something around survival, and I suggested jumping into 
a frozen lake. We had no safety, and zero idea what we were doing in 
terms of TV. On the back of this taster, Man vs. Wild was born. 

MAY 2009 
Getting ‘arrested’ 
while making 
friends with local 
police in Alabama. 
I was made an 
honorary sheriff
in Alabama - 
something little 
known about me, 
that I’m actually 
really proud of!

AUGUST 2012 With friend Dave 
Pearce on one of the many ice floes we 
camped on during an Arctic crossing 
through the Northwest Passage. It was my 
second time on a RIB in the Arctic, and we 
were much better prepared. We became the first to cover this fabled route over  
the top of the Arctic in a RIB, and I was so proud of what we achieved together.

OCTOBER 2005 

Packing paragliders in 

the Venezuelan jungle 

before a failed attempt 

to fly over Angel Falls. 

We were woefully 

unprepared for this trip, 

as new paraglider pilots 

who underestimated the 

intense humidity, heat 

and downpours.

DECEMBER 2008 

My first time in 
Antarctica, and with 
great friends - sadly 
the trip was cut short 
after I broke my 
shoulder in a kite-
skiing accident. You 
can’t win them all!

APRIL 2007 
Testing our powered 
paragliders in a wind 
tunnel before our 
successful attempt to fly 
above Everest. MIRA is a 
vehicle-testing facility 
where it’s possible to get 
blasted by very strong 
winds at low temperatures. 
We were so exhausted by 
the end, we had to be 
helped from our rigs.

MAY 2007 Celebrating with best 
friend Gilo Cardozo after our flight 
above Everest. This photo is special to 
me. It marked the end of a high-risk 
endeavour that could so easily have 
gone wrong. Gilo was the true hero, 
having designed and built the most 
powerful paramotor to that date.

JULY 2007 This was 

taken in northern Canada 

- we were trying to find a 

route through and across  

a glacier. In those times we 

tended to just gun it and go! 

But they made me so 

grateful for our Man vs. 

Wild crew, which remained 

the same for several years.

DECEMBER 2008 Just because it’s cold, 
it doesn’t mean travelling can’t be fun. This was 
taken in northern Siberia, in winter, when the 
temperature rarely got above -40 degrees C. After 
two weeks in these conditions, we returned to our 
base and dug out the remote-control helis we 
travelled with. We had a few beers, then started 
the long journey home. Not much has changed! 


